12 POLISHED PALM BEACH INTERIORS

Palm Beach style ranges from classic to contemporary, but it’s always enticing.

The living room of Amanda Lindroth’s Palm Beach home is covered in trompe l’oeil rendered by British artist Aldous Bertram and furnished with rattan Bielecky Brothers chairs and a monumental Georgian-pedimented carved cabinet, among other pieces. Photo by Johnny Valient
For their Palm Beach living room, Reed and Delphine Krakoff selected a mid-1960s George Nakashima side table, a 2008 Bone armchair by Joris Laarman and a Jean Prouvé Antony bed. The artwork above the fireplace cheekily conceals a large flat-screen television. Photo by Ivan Terestchenko
Peter Marino decorated this Istanbul-inspired room for Katharine and William Rayner. Photo by Jessica Klewicki Glynn, courtesy of the Vendome Press
Ellie Cullman of Cullman & Kravis often uses modern art to add contrast to rooms decorated largely with period antiques, as she did in the Palm Beach home. Photo by Eric Piasecki © Monacelli Press
Palm Beach interior designer Lillian Fernandez decorated this relatively modest post and beam “cottage” on Lake Worth. Photo by Jessica Klewicki Glynn, courtesy of the Vendome Press
This striking entryway by Thad Hayes features checkered marble floors and golden walls punctuated by a dramatic mirror. Photo by Scott Frances
A bathroom in the same Palm Beach home by Hayes features a Hollywood Regency–style mirrored vanity with a tufted Lucite chair and a lighted mirror. Photo by Scott Frances
Striped wallpaper extends up to the tray ceiling in this Palm Beach guest room by Kemble Interiors, which features a pair of beds with headboards upholstered in a bold tropical print. Photo courtesy of Kemble Interiors.
Pops of color in this Jan Showers–designed beachfront home complement the ocean’s varying shades of blue. Photo by Jeff McNamara
Kemble Interiors made a strong impact with a simple blue and white palette in this Palm Beach living room, played with pattern and opting for bold contrasting trims. Photo courtesy of Kemble Interiors
This living and dining area by Achille Salvagni features pieces of own design, including the Spider Jewel chandelier, Emerald side table and Diamond sconce. Photo by Paolo Petrignani
Cullman & Kravis used a palette of soft greens and blues in this bedroom, which features chinoiserie wallpaper and a dramatic four-poster bed. Photo by Eric Piasecki